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For an aspherical manifold M, arising from a Seifert fiber space construction, it
is known that, under some additional conditions on M, a finite abstract kernel c :
  ..  .F ª Out p M can be effectively geometrically realized by a group of fiber1
preserving homeomorphisms of M if and only if c can be realized by an
 .  .admissible group extension 1 ª p M ª E ª F ª 1. Hence, the study of the1
 .symmetry of such a manifold in terms of finite effective actions on M can be
 .converted into a group-theoretical study of realizing algebraically finite abstract
  ..kernels F ª Out p M . This question, conceptually, is well understood: there1
exists an extension realizing a given abstract kernel if and only if the corresponding
third cohomology class, called the obstruction, vanishes. Unfortunately, a straight-
forward computation of this obstruction can be extremely hard. In this paper, we
present some criteria which solve this problem for certain finite abstract kernels.
Instead of using cohomological arguments, a completely different, rather technical
and computational approach, based on the Reidemeister]Schreier method for
presenting subgroups of finite index in a given finitely presented group, is followed.
Not only the actual results but also this approach is of interest since it certainly
allows one to produce similar criteria for other finite groups. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .An aspherical manifold M is a K G, 1 -space and the outer automor-
 .   ..phism group Out G is isomorphic to the group p e M of homotopy0
w xclasses of self-homotopy equivalences 2 . Write f for the induced homo-
 .  .  .  .morphism f : H M ª e M ª Out G , where H M is the group of
w x.homeomorphisms of M. Inspired by a famous result of Nielsen 17
concerning closed orientable surfaces, at several places in literature one
investigated to what extent the following claim holds for model aspherical
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manifolds aspherical manifolds arising from Seifert fiber space construc-
. w xtions of dimension greater than 2 1, 18, 22 :
Problem. For a model aspherical manifold M and a finite abstract
  .. f  .kernel c : F ª Out p M , does there exist a lifting w : F ª H M such1
that f (w s c ?
f  .Here H M denotes the group of fiber preserving homeomorphisms of
M.
w xSurprisingly, for each m ) 2, Raymond and Scott showed in 19 that
w xthere exist closed m-dimensional nilmanifolds for which this fails. In 16
 w xand before for some interesting subclasses: in 11 for flat Riemannian
w x w xmanifolds, in 9 for infra-nilmanifolds and in 10 for infra-solvmanifolds
 ..of type R , this so-called Nielsen's realization problem was translated
into a group-theoretical problem as follows:
Let us first recall that a geometric realization of a finite abstract kernel
  ..   ..c : F ª Out p M ( p e M by a group of fiber preserving homeo-1 0
f  .morphisms is a homomorphism w : F ª H M so that w composed with
f  .   ..the natural homomorphism H M ª Out p M agrees with c . It is1
 .known that, in order to find an effective geometric realization of c , there
 .  .must exist an admissible algebraic realization 1 ª G ( p M ª E ª F1
w x.ª 1 of c 11 . Admissible means that the centralizer of G in E is
torsion-free.
 .Conversely, under some additional algebraic conditions on the model
w xaspherical manifold, in 16 , we showed that this necessary condition is also
 .sufficient to find an effective geometric realization. This allows us to
convert the study of the symmetry of such a manifold M in terms of finite
.effective actions on M into a group-theoretical study of algebraic realiza-
  ..tions of finite abstract kernels F ª Out p M . In fact, the lack of a1
Nielsen theorem for nilmanifolds of dimension greater than 2, in the
w xexamples presented in 19 , was forced algebraically by the lack of an
 .extension. Also in this paper we will illustrate algebraically the failure of
Nielsen's theorem, now for a class of 3-dimensional infra-nilmanifolds.
2. OBSTRUCTIONS TO EXTENSIONS AND THE
REIDEMEISTER]SCHREIER METHOD
 .If G is a group and g is an element of G, we write m g for the
 . . y1  .conjugation in G determined by g ; i.e., m g x s gxg . Then m G is
 .  .known as the inner automorphism group Inn G , while Out G s
 .  .Aut G rInn G is called the outer automorphism group of G. We write p:
 .  .  .Aut G ª Out G for the natural projection. If Z G denotes the center
 .  .of G, then Inn G ( GrZ G .
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j
Each group extension 1 ª G ª E ª F ª 1 induces, by choosing a
  . .normalized section s: F ª E j( s s 1 and s 1 s 1 and via conjugation
 .  .in E, a map not necessarily a homomorphism! w : F ª Aut G sending
 .  .  .y1  .x g F to the G-automorphism w x : g ¬ s x g s x g g G . This
 .induces a homomorphism c : F ª Out G which we call an abstract
  . .kernel and we refer to w : F ª Aut G as a lift of c . We say that
1 ª G ª E ª F ª 1 realizes, or is compatible with, c . Conversely, given
 .an abstract kernel c : F ª Out G , one can ask if there exists a short
exact sequence of groups with kernel G and end group F realizing c .
w xThis realization problem is well known in literature 13 : there exists a
 .group extension compatible with a given abstract kernel c : F ª Out G if
3  ..and only if a well-determined cohomology class in H F, Z G vanishes.
This third cohomology class, which measures the failure to realize c , is
called the obstruction for the abstract kernel c .
A straightforward computation of an obstruction can be very long and
complicated. At only a few places in literature has one tried to overcome
this particular problem. For example, Raymond and Scott established the
following sufficient condition to decide that a given finite abstract kernel
can be realized:
w x  .THEOREM 2.1 19, Th. 3 . Let c : F ª Out G be a finite abstract kernel
 .and w : F ª Aut G a lift of c . Assume N is a torsion-free normal subgroup
 .of G such that e¨ery element of G centralizing N and GrN lies in N. If w F
w
 .  .centralizes N and GrN, then c : F ª Aut G ª Out G can be realized by a
group extension.
Unfortunately, this is clearly not a necessary condition. Indeed, take
 .G s Z, F s Z , and c : Z ª Aut Z defined by sending z g Z ¬ yz.2 2
 .It is clear that there are no subgroups N of Z such that c Z centralizes2
 5N and ZrN. Although 1 ª Z ª E ª Z ª 1, where E: a, a a a s2
y1 2 :a a a s 1 , clearly realizes c .
For the cyclic case, however, there is a nice criterion sufficient and
. w xnecessary condition , due to Zimmermann 21, p. 59 , to decide whether an
obstruction vanishes or not.
CRITERION 2.2. Let G be a group and a an automorphism of G such
that, for n g N , a n is an inner automorphism of G. Then the induced0
abstract kernel
 n :c : Z s a N a s 1 ª Out G : a ¬ p a .  .n
can be realized by a group extension if and only if there exists an element x in
n  .  .G such that a s m x and a x s x.
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Initially, Zimmermann proved this result for finitely presented groups
using the Reidemeister]Schreier method instead of the cohomological
 w x.arguments as presented in the book of Zieschang see also 20, p. 420 .
This approach opens a method to prove similar criteria for some interest-
ing noncyclic finite groups.
Let us quickly recall the basic steps of the Reidemeister]Schreier
w x w xmethod. For more details, we refer to 8 or 14 . The aim of this process is
to generate a presentation for a given subgroup H of finite index in a
 : group E for which a finite presentation X N R is known X denotes a
 .  . .finite set of generators of E and R is a finite set of relators . This
proceeds in the following four steps:
1. By choosing one element of each right coset of H in E, we obtain
 .a right transversal U. Hence, for any x g E, Hx l U consists of a single
element x. Moreover, we take care that U has the Schreier property; i.e.,
U contains all initial segments of all its elements for x ??? x ??? x g U,1 i n
.all x ??? x g U . Then U is called a Schreier transversal.1 i
y1 5 42. We compute B s uxux u g U, x g X, ux f U . This is a set of
generators for H, called Schreier generators.
Ã y1 5 43. When we write down R s uru u g U, r g R , we obtain a set
of relators for H.
Ã4. The last step is the rewriting process whereby each element of R
is expressed in terms of the Schreier generators.
Ã :Then H is presented by B N R .
3. OBTAINING REALIZATION CRITERIA FOR
FINITE ABSTRACT KERNELS VIA THE
REIDEMEISTER]SCHREIER METHOD
Inspired by the proof of Zimmermann for the cyclic case, we try to
develop similar criteria for other types of finite groups. Given a finitely
 .presented group G and a finite subgroup F of Out G , one can use the
Reidemeister]Schreier algorithm to develop necessary and sufficient con-
ditions under which F will have an algebraic realization: if an extension of
G realizing F exists, then the Reidemeister]Schreier method allows us to
determine a presentation of the kernel of this extension. The method
proceeds by claiming that this presentation should be identical to the given
presentation of G.
In this way, we deduced criteria for some well-known types of finite
groups F, such as the dihedral groups, products of two or three cyclic
groups, and products of a dihedral and a cyclic group. In this paper, we
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present and prove the criterion for dihedral groups. We also state the
 .other results we developed but for the similar proofs, we refer to the
w xPh.D. thesis of the author 15 . Anyhow, we hope to convince the reader
that this approach, via the Reidemeister]Schreier method, opens a method
to develop similar criteria for other finite groups and that these criteria
are clearly efficiently computable, even entirely suitable, for computer
implementation.
3.1. The De¨elopment and Proof of the Realization Criterion for Finite
Dihedral Groups
Using the Reidemeister]Schreier method we are able to prove the
following result:
CRITERION 3.1. Let a and b be automorphisms of a finitely presented
group G such that a m, b 2, and baby1a are inner automorphisms of G
 .m g N, m ) 2 . Then the induced abstract kernel
 m 2 my1 :c : D s a, b N a s b s 1, ba s a bm
ª Out G : a ¬ p a , b ¬ p b .  .  .
can be realized by a group extension if and only if there exist elements x, y, u in
G such that
¡ m 2 my11. a s m x , b s m y and ba s m u a b .  .  .
2. a x s x and b y s y .  .
my1
my k~3. b x s u a u x .  . /ks1
my2
my k4. y s b u u a u x a y . .  .  .¢  /ks1
 :Proof. Let G be presented by X N R . It is given that, for some
x, y, u g G,
a m s m x , b 2 s m y and ba s m u a my 1b . 1 .  .  .  .
To construct a presentation for an extension E realizing the abstract
 .kernel c : D ª Out G , we add to X new generators a and b and to Rm
m 2 y1 1ym y1  . y1new relators a s x, b s y, bab a s u, aga s a g , and bgb s
 .  .b g for all g in X .
Write p : E ª D for the canonical projection which sends a ¬ a,m
b ¬ b, and g g G ¬ 1. With the Reidemeister]Schreier method, we will
 .produce a presentation for Ker p , the kernel of p . Then necessary and
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 .sufficient conditions to realize c via the extension E of G by D arisem
when we ask that this presentation also presents G.
 i e 5  44Clearly U s a b 0 F i - m, e g 0, 1 is a Schreier transversal for
 .  .Ker p in E. As the Schreier generators for Ker p , we obtain
i e ye yi  4B s a b gb a 0 F i - m , e g 0, 1 , g g X ,  .
aibaby1a1y i 0 - i - m , baby1a1ym , am , aib2ayi 0 F i - m .4 .  .
According to Reidemeister]Schreier method, when we conjugate the rela-
tors of E with the coset representatives in U, we produce relators for
 .  :  .Ker p . As it is our aim to prove that X N R also presents Ker p , we
want to obtain no other relators than elements of R.
Therefore, among those relators that arise when we conjugate the
y1  .  .relators of E by 1 g U, we use aga [ a g for all g in X as a
definition for the Schreier generator agay1 and consequently delete it in B
 .as it can be described by means of the generators of G . Analogously, we
y1  .  . m 2 y1 1ymdefine bgb [ b g for all g in X , a [ x, b [ y, and bab a [
u.
Proceeding by induction on the coset representatives ai g U, it is clear
y1  . i yi i .that, taking off from aga s a g , we define a ga [ a g and, while
y1  . i y1 yi i  . working with bgb s b g , we take a bgb a [ a b g for all i,
.0 F i - m, and for all g g X .
i  . 2For the coset representatives a 0 F i - m and the relator b s y, we
i 2 yi i yi i .take a b a [ a ya s a y as definition for these Schreier generators.
y1 1ym i  .The relators obtained by conjugating bab a s u with a 0 - i - m
 i y1 1yi. ym i yican be rewritten as a bab a a s a ua , which is a product of
Schreier generators. Because of the above definitions, we define
i y1 1yi i .a bab a [ a u x.
We summarize in the following table:
Schreier generator Definition
i e ye yi i e 4  .a b gb a , 0 F i - m, e g 0, 1 , g g X a b g
i y1 1yi i .a bab a , 0 - i - m a u x
y1 1ymbab a u
ma x
i 2 yi i .a b a , 0 F i - m a y
 .Remark that only the generators of G remain in B or B s X .
 .Now, we investigate under what conditions the set of relators for Ker p
reduces to R. In this perspective, we will systematically rewrite the words
obtained by conjugating the relators of E with elements of U, as a product
of Schreier generators. After that, using the definitions tabulated above,
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we will study when it is possible to delete those ``new'' relators such that
 .finally, only the elements of R remain as relators for Ker p .
i e ye yi r g R For a relator r in R, the word a b rb a 0 F i - m, e g
 4. i e ye yi  .0, 1 is a product of Schreier generators a b gb a g g X . By defini-
i e ye yi i e  .tion, a b rb a s a b r , which lies in the normal closure of R and is
therefore redundant as an additional relator.
y1aga s a g We investigate the relators .
aibeagay1 byeayi s aibea g byeayi s a ib ea g , .  .
 4where 0 F i - m, e g 0, 1 and g g X.
0 F i - m y 1, e s 0: This is valid by definition.
 .1
m ym y1 m .i s m y 1, e s 0: a ga s xgx s a g .
i s 0, e s 1: As a product of Schreier generators,
bagay1 by1 s m baby1a1ym amy 1bgby1a1ym .  .
 .1
my 1s m u a b g s ba g . .  .  .
0 - i - m , e s 1: We easily see that
aibagay1 by1ayi
s m aibaby1a1y i aiy1bgby1a1y i s m a i u x a iy1b g .  .  . .  .
 .  .1 1
i iqmy1 is m a u a b g s a ba g . .  .  . .
y1bgb s b g We look at the relators .
aibebgby1 byeayi s aibeb g byeayi s a ib eq1 g , .  .
 4where 0 F i - m, e g 0, 1 and g g X.
0 F i - m , e s 0: This is valid by definition.
0 F i - m , e s 1: We see at once that
 .1
i 2 y2 yi i 2 yi i yi i i i 2a b gb a s m a b a a ga s m a y a g s a b g . .  .  .  . .  .
m i e m ye yi i e  .a s x We now work on a b a b a s a b x , where 0 F i - m,
 4e g 0, 1 .
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i .0 F i - m , e s 0: Those relators are valid if and only if x s a x or
if we ask that
a x s x . 2 .  .
i s 0, e s 1: Writing as a product of Schreier generators,
my1 my1
m y1 y1 1ym myk y1 1ymyk . mykba b s bab a a bab a s u a u x . .  .  /  /ks1 ks1
3 .
If we want this relator to be valid, we have to ask that
my1
my kb x s u a u x . 4 .  .  . /ks1
0 - i - m , e s 1: We claim that aibamby1ayi can be written as
 .my iq1iy1
iyk y1 1y iyk . y1 1ym myk y1 1ymyk .a bab a bab a a bab a .  /  /ks0 ks1
 .my iq1iy1
iyk myks a u x u a u x .  .  /  /ks0 ks1
 .my iq1i
i iyk myks a u xa u a u x .  .  .  /  /ks1 ks1
i my1 .1
i mqiyk mqiyks a u a u x a u x .  .  .  /  /ks1 ksiq1
my1  .  .2 , 4
i mqiyk is a u a u x s a b x .  .  . /ks1
 .  .or we can delete this set of relators under conditions 2 and 4 .
2 i e 2 ye yi i e  .b s y We concentrate on a b b b a s a b y , where 0 F i -
 4m, e g 0, 1 .
0 F i - m , e s 0: This is valid by definition.
0 F i - m , e s 1: It is clear that we can delete this class of relators if
i . i  .and only if a y s a b y or if we ask
b y s y. 5 .  .
y1 1ymbab a s u The last type of relators we have to examine is
aibebaby1a1ymbyeayi s a ib e u .
 4where 0 F i - m, e g 0, 1 .
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0 F i - m , e s 0: This is valid by definition.
y 1 1y m y 1  2 . y 2 y 1.i s 0, e s 1: We see that bbab a b s b ab a
 y1 . ym y1.abab ba b
y1my1 .3
2 y2 y1 y1 y1 1ym myk y1 1ymqks b ab a abab bab a a bab a .  .  .  .  / /ks1
y1my1
y1 myks ya y a u x u a u x .  .  . / /ks1
y1my2
y1 myk y1s ya y a u x u . .  . /ks1
To be able to delete this relator, we ask that
my2
my ky s b u u a u x a y . 6 .  .  .  . /ks1
0- i-m y 1, es1: One easily verifies that aibbaby1a1ymby1ayi
can be written as
my2
i 2 yi iq1 y2 y iq1. k y1 y1 ykq1. my1 y1 y1a b a a b a a ba b a a ba b .  .  . /ksiq1
iy1
k y1 y1 ykq1.= a ba b a /ks0
my2
y1y1i iq1 kq1s a y a y a u x .  .  . . /ksiq1
iy1
y1y1 kq1=u a u x . . /ks0
y1y1my2 iy1
y1i iq1 mykqi iyks a y a y a u x a u x u .  .  .  .  /  / /ksiq1 ks0
y1my2
y1i iq1 mykqis a y a y a u x .  .  . /ksiq1
y1i
i iyk y1= a u x a u x x .  . / /ks1
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y1my2 .1 y1i iq1 mykqis a y a y a u x .  .  . /ksiq1
y1i
i mykqi= a u a u x .  . / /ks1
y1my2  .  .2 , 6y1 y1i iq1 mykqi i is a y a y a u x a u s a b u .  .  .  .  . /ks1
 .  .or those relators are valid under conditions 2 and 6 .
i s m y 1, e s 1: As a product of Schreier generators, amy 1 ?
bbaby1a1ymby1a1ym is
y1my1
my 1 2 1ym m y2 myk y1 1ymyk .a b a a b a bab a .  .  .  /ks1
y1my1
my 1 y1 myks a y xy a u x .  . /ks1
y1my1
my 1 y1 my1 myks a y xy a u x a u x .  .  . / /ks2
y1my2
y1my1 y1 mykq1. y1 my1s a y xy a u x x a u .  .  . /ks1
y1my2 .1 y1my1 y1 y1 2 mykq1. my1s a y xy x a u x a u .  .  . /ks1
y1my2 .1 y1my1 m y1 2 mykq1. my1s a y a y a u x a u .  .  . .  /ks1
 .  .2 , 6
my 1s a b u .
 .  .or under conditions 2 and 6 , we can delete this relator.
We defined the Schreier generators such that they belong to G or
 . .Ker p is generated by the elements of X, the set of generators of G and
 . moreover such that, the set of relators for Ker p obtained by conjugating
.the relators of E with the coset representatives in the transversal U
 .  .reduces to R, the set of relators for G, if and only if the conditions 2 , 4 ,
 .  .  :5 , and 6 are satisfied. Only then the presentation X, R of G also
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p .presents Ker p and 1 ª G ª E ª D ª 1 is a realization of the abstractm
 .kernel c : D ª Out G .m
3.2. Some Other Realization Criteria
Proceeding in the same way, we can obtain similar criteria for other
types of finite groups. From now on however, we restrict outselves to the
results and omit the rather long and technical proofs.
CRITERION 3.2. Let a and b be automorphisms of a finitely presented
group G such that a m, b n, and baby1ay1 are inner automorphisms of G
 .m, n g N and m, n G 2 . Then the induced abstract kernel
 m n :c : Z = Z s a, b N a s b s 1, ba s abm n
ª Out G : a ¬ p a , b ¬ p b .  .  .
can be realized by a group extension if and only if there exist elements x, y, u in
G such that
¡ m n1. a s m x , b s m y and ba s m u ab .  .  .
2. a x s x and b y s y .  .
my1
k~3. b x s a u x .  . /ks0
ny1
ny1yk4. y s b u a y . .  .¢  /ks0
CRITERION 3.3. Let a , b and g be automorphisms of a finitely presented
group G such that a m, b 2, g n, baby1a , gagy1ay1, and gbgy1by1 are inner
 .automorphisms of G m, n g N and m ) 2, n G 2 . Then the induced
abstract kernel
c : D = Zm n
 m 2 n my1 :s a, b , c N a s b s c s 1, ba s a b , ca s ac, cb s bc
ª Out G : a ¬ p a , b ¬ p b , c ¬ p g .  .  .  .
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can be realized by a group extension if and only if there exist elements
x, y, z, u, ¨ , w in G such that
¡ m 2 n my11. a s m x , b s m y , g s m z , ba s m u a b , .  .  .  .
ga s m ¨ ag and gb s m w bg .  .
2. a x s x , b y s y and g z s z .  .  .
my1 my1
my k k3. b x s u a u x and g x s a ¨ x .  .  .  .  /  /ks1 ks0
my2~
y1myk y14. y s b u u a u x a y s b w w g y .  .  .  .  . /ks1
ny1 ny1
ny1yk ny1yk5. z s g ¨ a z s g w b z .  .  .  .  /  /ks0 ks0
my2
k my16. wb ¨ u s g u a ¨ a w . .  .  .  .¢  /ks0
CRITERION 3.4. Let a , b , and g be automorphisms of a finitely presented
group G such that a m, b m, g p, baby1ay1, gagy1ay1, gbgy1by1 are inner
 .automorphisms of G m, n, p g N and m, n, p G 2 . Then the induced
abstract kernel
c : Z = Z = Zm n p
 m n p :s a, b , c N a sb sc s1, basab, casac, cbsbc ªOut G : .
a ¬ p a , b ¬ p b , c ¬ p g .  .  .
can be realized by a group extension if and only if there exist elements
x, y, z, u,¨ , w in G such that
¡ m n p1. a s m x , b s m y , g s m z , ba s m u ab , ga s m ¨ ag .  .  .  .  .
and gb s m w bg .
2. a x s x , b y s y and g z s z .  .  .
my1 my1
k k3. b x s a u x and g x s a ¨ x .  .  .  .  /  /ks0 ks0~
y1ny1 ny1
ny1yk k4. y s b u a y s b w g y .  .  .  .  /  /ks0 ks0
py1 py1
py1yk py1yk5. z s g ¨ a z s g w b z .  .  .  .  /  /ks0 ks0¢6. g u ¨a w s wb ¨ u. .  .  .
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4. APPLICATION: AN ALGEBRAIC APPROACH TO THE
STUDY OF SYMMETRY OF INFRA-NILMANIFOLDS
As already mentioned in the Introduction, these criteria are tools to
study symmetry aspects of ``nice'' model aspherical manifolds. A class of
model aspherical manifolds which is suitable to apply this approach to are
w x.the infra-nilmanifolds 16 .
Let L be a connected and simply connected, nilpotent Lie group and let
 .C be a maximal compact subgroup of Aut L . An almost-crystallographic
group is a discrete and uniform subgroup G of the semi-direct product
 .  .L i C ; L i Aut L s Aff L . Then the translation subgroup N s G l
L is a lattice of L and the quotient F s GrN, which is called the
holonomy group, is a finite group acting faithfully on L. If G is torsion-free,
then G is an almost-Bieberbach group and the corresponding compact
orbit space M s G _ L is an infra-nilmanifold. Therefore, almost-Bieber-
bach groups are exactly the fundamental groups of infra-nilmanifolds.
Clearly, this setup is a straightforward generalization of the classical theory
of Bieberbach groups and flat Riemannian manifolds. As abstract group, a
group G is almost-crystallographic if and only if G contains a finitely
generated, torsion-free, nilpotent normal subgroup N of finite index,
w xwhich is maximal nilpotent in G 12 . A good algebraic source of examples
w x of almost-crystallographic groups is found in 4 all isomorphism types in
. w x  .dimension 3 and in 3 dimension F 4 .
The criteria developed above are essential tools to obtain information
 .on or possibly, the absence of certain symmetry aspects of an infra-
 .nilmanifold M i.e., finite, effective actions on the manifold . This was the
w x w x.main subject of the author's Ph.D. thesis 15 ; see also 6, 7, 16 .
Of major importance for this topologically inspired topic is the fact that
 .a finite abstract kernel F ª Out M acts effectively on M as a group of
affine diffeomorphisms if and only if this finite abstract kernel can be
realized by an admissible group extension. In other words, the study of this
sort of symmetry aspects of infra-nilmanifolds converts into the realization
problem we discussed above.
As almost-Bieberbach groups were the initiated cases to us, we illustrate
the use of the realization criteria developed above within this context and,
for example, take off from the following family of 3-dimensional almost-
 w x.Bieberbach groups type 2 in 4 ,
 5 k 2 :w x w x w xG : a, b , c, a b , a s c c, a s 1 c, b s 1 a s c ,k
y1 y1a a s a a a b s b a ac s ca
 .where k is even. Remark that the center Z G is the subgroup generatedk
by c. Each G is a discrete and uniform subgroup of the affine group ofk
the Heisenberg Lie group L and gives rise to an infra-nilmanifold M sk
G _ L.k
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Our purpose is illustrating, for some finite abstract kernels F ª
 .Out G , how to apply the realization-criteria in order to check if thesek
finite abstract kernels can be realized by an admissible group extension, or
equivalently, if those finite groups act effectively as a group of affine
.diffeomorphisms on the corresponding infra-nilmanifold M .k
EXAMPLE 4.1. One easily verifies that
¡ k r2a ¬ ac
y1 k r2b ¬ b c~s : y1c ¬ c¢ k r2y1a ¬ abc a
2  .is an automorphism of G and that s s m a . Hence, a cyclic abstractk
 .kernel c : Z ª Out G is induced.2 k
p  . k r2yp.Take x s ac , for some integer p. We observe that s x s ac s x
 .if and only if p s kr4. Consequently applying criterion 2.2 , c can be
realized if and only if k ' 0 mod 4. In this case, the extension E of Gk k
realizing c is presented by
 5 k :w x w x w xE : a, b , c, a , b b , a s c c, a s 1 c, b s 1 .k
y1 y1a a s a a a b s b a ac s ca
yk r2 y1 yk r2 y1ba s abc b b s b bc bc s c b
2 2 k r4 k r2y1a s c b s ac ba s abc ab
The reader easily verifies that the centralizer of G in E is the groupk k
generated by c, and hence 1 ª G ª E ª Z ª 1 is admissible. Wek k 2
conclude that if k ' 0 mod 4, then Z acts effectively as a group of affine2
diffeomorphisms on the corresponding infra-nilmanifold M .k
 .If k k 0 mod 4 however, c : Z ª Out G cannot be algebraically real-2 k
ized and hence this is an example illustrating the failure of Nielsen's
 .theorem for this class of 3-dimensional infra-nilmanifolds . It can be seen
w x w xas a complementary example to those in 19 and 5 .
EXAMPLE 4.2. Take the following automorphisms of G :k
¡ k r2 k r2a ¬ bc ¡a ¬ ac
b ¬ a b ¬ b~ ~s : and s : .1 2y1c ¬ c c ¬ c¢¢ y1 y1 a ¬ baa ¬ a c a
4  y1 y1. 2  .  . 3We compute that s s m a b , s s m b , s s s m b s s , so this1 2 2 1 1 2
 .determines an abstract kernel c : D ª Out G .4 k
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Let x s ay1 by1c p1, y s bc p2 , and u s bc p3, for some integers p , p , p .1 2 3
If we apply criterion 3.1, we obtain that c can be realized if and only if we
take p s kr4 and p s kr4 q p ; that is, if and only if k ' 0 mod 4.1 3 2
Then all extensions 1 ª G ª E ª D ª 1, withk k 4
 5 k :w x w x w xE : a, b , c, a , b , g b , a s c c, a s 1 c, b s 1k
y1 y1a a s a a a b s b a ac s ca
yk r2 y1ba s bbc b b s ab bc s c b
kr2g a s ag c g b s bg g c s cg
2 4 y1 y1 k r4 2 pa s c b s a b c g s bc
y1 y1 k r4qp 3ba s a c ab ga s bag gb s bc b g
and p g Z, are compatible with c . Moreover 1 ª G ª E ª D ª 1 isk k 4
clearly admissible and hence, if k ' 0 mod 4, D acts effectively as a group4
of affine diffeomorphisms on the infra-nilmanifold M . If k k 0 mod 4, c :k
 .D ª Out G cannot be realized.4 k
EXAMPLE 4.3. For the G -automorphismsk
a ¬ a k r2¡ ¡a ¬ ac
k r2b ¬ bc b ¬ b~ ~s : and s :1 2c ¬ c c ¬ c¢¢ y1 a ¬ baa ¬ a a
2  y1 . 2  .we verify that s s m a , s s m b , s s s s s and an abstract1 2 2 1 1 2
 .kernel c : Z = Z ª Out G is induced.2 2 k
Let x s ay1c p1, y s bc p2 and u s c p3, for some integers p , p , p .1 2 3
Here, we use Criterion 3.2 and obtain that c can be realized if and only if
we take p s ykr4; that is, if and only if k ' 0 mod 4. Then the exten-3
sions 1 ª G ª E ª Z = Z ª 1, wherek k 2 2
 5 k :w x w x w xE : a, b , c, a , b , g b , a s c c, a s 1 c, b s 1k
y1 y1a a s a a a b s b a ac s ca
k r2ba s ab b b s bbc bc s cb
k r2g a s ag c g b s bg g c s cg
2 2 y1 p 2 qa s c b s a c g s bc
y1 yk r4ba s a ab ga s bag gb s c bg
and p, q g Z, are realizations of c . Obviously 1 ª G ª E ª Z = Zk k 2 2
ª 1 is admissible and hence, if k ' 0 mod 4, Z = Z defines a symmetry2 2
aspect of the infra-nilmanifold M . The abstract kernel c : Z = Z ªk 2 2
 .Out G cannot be realized if k k 0 mod 4.k
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